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HIGH PERFORMANCE:  
 

CREATING A CULTURE OF 
AGREEMENT   

 
 
                                                       What is Culture?                                                       
 
 
     Is there a simple and elegant way of building and transforming an organizations’ 
culture? I wonder about this question when I repeatedly hear the phrase “cultural change” 
as the goal for an organizational strategic initiative.  

     An organization’s culture includes the social and behavioral actions and experiences  
like:  

      >   the way work is organized and experienced    

>   how authority is exercised and distributed  

>   how people are and feel rewarded, organized and controlled  

>   the values and work orientation of staff  

>   the degree of formalization, standardization and control through systems 

>   the value placed on planning, analysis, logic, fairness  

>   how much initiative, risk-taking, scope for individuality and expression is given 

>   rules and expectations about such things as formality in interpersonal relations, 
dress, personal eccentricity   

>   importance of rules, procedures, specifications of performance and results, for a 
team or an individual   

     Different organization have different cultures like:  

     >   autocratic, benevolent autocratic, consultative and participative  



     >   mechanistic and organic 

>   simple structure, machine bureaucracy, divisionalized, professional bureaucracy, 
adhocracy  

>   power, role, task and personal  

>   the Learning Organization  

>   pushy, harsh and authoritarian  

>   political   
 
>   rule and ritual bound  
 
>   cold and separated  
 
>   brisk, dynamic, opportunistic  
 
>   exploitative, all take and no give  
 
>   caring and genuinely interested in people as people  
 

     Organizational culture may be visible in the type of buildings, offices, shops of the 
organization, or in the image projected in public relations. Think for example of the 
differences between a local authority, a computer manufacturer, and a merchant bank. An 
organization's culture may be imperceptible, taken for granted, assumed -  a status quo 
that we live and participate in but do not question. Elements of the culture may be 
questioned where individual or group expectations do not correspond to the behaviors 
associated with the prevailing values of those who uphold "the culture".  An organization 
may display elements of several "cultures" which may contradict each other, which may 
compete. We can even consider the characteristics of an anti-organizational or 
countervailing culture. 
  
     To understand an organization’s cultures you can begin by describing the type of 
organization from the examples above. The descriptions are representative "models."  
The model defines elements of engagement and relationships. Models enable us to 
predict events so that we can influence our own behavior, and the behavior of others. For 
a deeper articulation you might consult the following resources.  Handy C, 
Understanding Organizations, Penguin; Reddin W, Managerial Effectiveness, McGraw 
Hill; The Strategy Process Concepts, Contexts and Cases, Prentice Hall, I988; Buchanan 
D and Huczynski A, Organisational Behaviour, Prentice Hall.  

                                                       Creating Culture        



     “Culture” is a “fuzzy” word. I suggest a more focused, and universal understanding 
would be useful. I believe that culture reflects the quality and character of organizational 
relationships.  And the quality and character of organizational relationships reflect the 
nature and quality of the web of implicit and explicit agreements that are the foundation 
and glue of organizational relationships. In fact and effect, the nature of all organizational 
relationships, both internal and external, reflect and embody the culture. I believe that the 
sum of relationships is the culture!   

      Regardless of how you might categorize or develop a particular culture one key to 
satisfaction, success, accomplishment and productivity is the ability to cultivate and 
sustain sequential and concurrent effective long term relationships. In fact, this is true 
both personally, and at work. Organizational effectiveness in business, government, non-
profit or educational organizations depends on the quality of relationships. Without high 
quality relationships an organization will be challenged in its ability to accomplish its 
mission, or even to survive. Examples of these Key Relationships include:  
 
                              > raising capital;  
                              > building teams;     
                              > opening and closing sales;    
                              > fostering long-term employment relationships;   
                              > developing new products.    
                              > developing leadership succession plans  
 
      The quality of organizational relationships depends on the quality of the agreements 
among and between every person in the organization. This is true for agreements between 
individuals and the organization; the organization with all its stakeholders; between 
departments; among team members; and with reporting relationships.  
 
     Unfortunately, most people never developed a specific kind of conversational 
competence that enables them to establish and sustain effective long term collaborative 
relationships. Most of us never learned what to talk about in building solid agreements 
with team members; direct reports; supervisors; suppliers; and all members of our virtual 
team.  And, we never learned how to deal with conflict in a non-adversarial way, or how 
to create ground rules for moving through challenging times. But as a result of our own 
experience we all understand the huge payoff of being able to engage in the dialogues 
that both create and sustain long term relationships, that lead to high levels of 
performance and effective, happy people.  
 
     I have come to call these collaborative understandings "agreements for results." Rather 
than thinking about how you might protect or get an edge the following conversational 
template creates and sustains effective relationships, and contributes to a culture of high 
performance.  
 
                                              Agreements for Results          
 



     Collaboration, productivity and job satisfaction are a function of effective explicit 
agreements! All productivity, and all satisfying professional and personal relationships, 
results from collaborative action. We collaborate with others in language by forming 
agreements. These agreements are express (spoken or written) or implied (assumed.)   
Conflict often arises because we do not take the time to craft effective, explicit 
agreements on the front end of any collaborative relationship. Surprisingly this is a skill 
we were never taught in the context of our working environment, even though 
agreements are the foundation of joint enterprise.   
 
     The cause of wasteful, expensive conflicts are implicit, in artful, incomplete 
agreements that do not express a joint vision, and do not solidify trust and true 
relationship in the process of crafting the agreement. This often happens because the 
other, in any context, is seen as competitor, and the process of negotiating an agreement 
is seen as an adversarial exercise you try to win. Imagine the difference if you begin to 
see the context differently. Imagine if you see the engagement with others as a joint 
visioning process that expresses an inclusive vision of desired outcomes, and the road 
map to those desired results!  
 
                      Agreements, the Foundation of Organizational Culture 
 
    Agreements impact every aspect of organizational life including:  
 
Ability to inspire, engage and enroll others in mission, vision and values  
Quality of work relationships – setting expectations and standards 
Employment relationships and performance review – quality of work-product  
Strength and productivity of teams 
Amount and intensity of conflict 
Level of trust 
Leadership ability 
Relationship to consumers, suppliers and the community  
 
     You can create a culture of high trust relationships by elegantly crafting agreements 
using the following 10 Element Template. Following the conversational template will 
foster real partnerships with colleagues, bosses, support staff, suppliers, joint venture 
partners, clients and collaborators. The key is articulating joint vision and specifying the 
actions needed to produce desired outcomes, standards to evaluate your results, and who 
you need to reach your objectives. Crafting “Agreements for Results” is a simple way of 
creating a culture containing a high degree of trust because it is empowering, inclusive 
and highly participatory. 
  
 
                                  The Ten Elements Of Agreements for Results 
 
          1. Intent & Specific Vision: —The big picture of what you intend to accomplish 
together must be specified. The first step of any effective collaboration is sharing a big 
picture of what you are doing together. This provides a framework to hang the details on. 



A joint enterprise works best when everyone is working toward the same specific goals. 
The clearer the detail of desired outcomes, the more likely you will attain them as 
visualized. 
 
 2. Roles & Necessary Parties  - The duties, responsibilities, and commitment of 
everyone must be clearly defined. Everyone necessary to achieve the desired results must 
be part of the agreement. 
 
 3. Promises / Commitments to Action—The agreement contains clear promises 
so everyone knows who will do what. When commitments to take action are specific, you 
can determine if the actions are sufficient to obtain the desired results and what actions 
are missing. 
 
 4.  Time & Value—All promises must have specific time deadlines for task 
completion. By when will you do this, and by when will you do that. Value specifies who 
gets what for what. Is the exchange satisfactory? Is it fair? Does it provide adequate 
incentive? This must be clearly understood. If someone does not believe they are getting 
an adequate return for what they are putting in they will sabotage the transaction. 
 
 5..Measurements of Satisfaction —The evidence that everyone has achieved his 
or her objectives must be clear, direct, and measurable so there can be no disagreement. 
This element is critical because it eliminates conflict about the ultimate question—Did 
you accomplish what you set out to do? 
 
 6. Concerns & Fears—Bringing unspoken difficulties to the surface provides the 
opportunity to anticipate and minimize the disagreements you know will happen during 
the collaboration. The discussion will deepen the partnership being created, or let you 
know this is not a partnership you want to be part of. 
 
 7. Renegotiation —No matter how optimistic and clear you are it will become 
necessary to renegotiate promises and conditions of satisfaction. Circumstances change, 
and you must put in place a mechanism to address the new conditions. Being realistic 
about this at the beginning enables the relationship to evolve and prosper.  
 
 8. Consequences—Although you may not want to police the agreement, it is 
important to agree on consequences for anyone who breaks a promise. More important 
what are the real costs and consequences of not achieving the vision – to those that are 
part of the agreement and those who would benefit.  
 
 9. Conflict Resolution —Acknowledge that conflicts and disagreements arise as a 
matter of course as people work together. If you know that and establish the attitude of 
resolution and a process that leads to a new agreement, resolving conflicts will be easier. 
 
           10. Agreement ?—Trust (OR NOT) is developed from speaking about 1-9. 
Everyone is satisfied and ready to take action. Work on the agreement until you are 
satisfied that you have an agreement or do not have one. Unless and until you are 



satisfied, do not move into action. You will not have a shared vision to work toward. 
Also ask yourself whether the outcome will be worth it. 
 
 
                                             
                                   Developing a Deeper Understanding:  
                         Agreements for Results vs. Agreements for Protection  
 
     When introducing the concept of Agreements for Results, I think of the tag line from 
an old Quaker State Motor Oil commercial –  
 
                          ”You can n pay me now, or you can pay me later!” 
 
That line holds true when thinking about agreements. Most people never think about 
investing the time to make explicit the implicit agreement they believe they have at the 
beginning of a new personal or professional relationship, team, or project. They’re off 
and running, everyone with their own vision of the destination, and how to get there, 
often without the clarity necessary to minimize the potential for conflict. Like the Quaker 
State warning of engine damage if you don’t do the preventative maintenance of 
changing your oil, you will incur the cost of inevitable conflict, a cost that can be 
prevented.       
 
           The essence of "Agreement for Results" is that we get into conflict because we 
never learned how to craft explicit agreements that create a meeting of mind and heart 
with people we want to collaborate with in personal or professional relationships. The 
best way to prevent conflict and to have more productive and satisfying relationships 
with others is to have "agreements for results" on the front end.  
 
     When we think about the idea of having an agreement we often think about long legal 
documents, lots of “what if’s” and how we can protect ourselves from something we do 
not want to happen. I am a bit brainwashed because of my background as a lawyer, and 
the mindset I was taught to step into when “protecting” clients. When I serve others in 
my role as a Resolutionary protection is what people are concerned about. They do not 
want to get hurt. I believe that we would all be better off if when beginning a new 
endeavor we could shift our focus to a vision of results you want to produce, not the 
calamities you want to avoid.   
 
     The Ten Essential Elements are elementary items that must be discussed if you want 
to create a vision and a map to getting the results you want. I have compared the mindset 
of an “Agreements for Results” perspective, with the traditional Agreements for 
Protection” mental model. Please note the differences. Please think about which one is 
more effective? .   
 
  
 
                                                          RESULTS                        PROTECTION  



                                                            FOCUS                                FOCUS  
 
INTENT & VISION             :      desired outcome                        “what ifs?” 
 
 
ROLES                                 :       take responsibility                  limit accountability 
 
 
PROMISES                          :        commitment                     qualifiers and conditioners  
 
 
TIME & VALUE                 :    by when’s / fair return                  most for least 
 
 
MEASUREMENTS OF       :       inspiring goals                     excuses and escapes 
       SATISFACTION  
 
 
CONCERNS AND FEARS: compassion / understanding     edge for strategic advantage 
 
 
RENEGOTIATION             :deal with unknowns / changes       strike hard bargain   
 
 
CONSEQUENCES              :   reminder of promises                       punishment 
 
 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION:       get back on track                  exact some premium 
 
 
AGREEMENT ?                  :         trust enough                           escape possible? 
 
                                      
                                           Results vs. Protection  Explained  
  
 
                                            1. INTENT & VISION 

 
RESULTS:           Focus on what you want to happen.  
PROTECTION:   Focus on all the “what ifs” that could go wrong  
 
     You can tell what will happen in your life by paying attention to your dominant 
thoughts. Given that, if we focus on the calamities we increase the chances they will 
happen. What we really want in any collaborative context is everyone focusing on desired 
results – the best possible vision of the future. That will greatly improve the chances of 
what we want to materialize happening. It’s obvious that when you bring on a new hire, 



it’s more useful to see them leaping tall buildings than focusing on the mistakes they 
might make.    
                                                             2.  ROLES 
 
RESULTS:             Making sure someone has responsibility for all critical tasks  
PROTECTION:      Narrowly defining responsibility to limit accountability and liability   
 
     We want to make sure we have what we need to get the job done without anything 
slipping through the cracks. We want clarity about who can be counted on for what, 
compared to someone saying, “that’s not my job!” In the old context people liked to hide. 
They did not like to take the responsibility for making something happen because if 
something went wrong, they were responsible. Hopefully the fear of making mistakes is 
no longer as powerful a driver it once was. We have all learned that the need for 
innovation requires experimentation. We know that mistakes cannot be “punished” if you 
expect continued risking, the heart of entrepreneurship.      
 
 

3. PROMISES 
 

RESULTS:             Contribution - committing to wholeheartedly do your part required for  
                                success, not out of coercion, but from belief in the projects mission      
PROTECTION:      Doing the least; hiding behind qualifying words that cloud and  
                                condition what you are promising     
 
    
      Who specifically will be doing what? Consider this a project management plan. This 
is also a checkpoint - if everyone delivers what he or she promises, will you produce the 
desired results? In the example promises were made about securing financing, sales 
goals, producing collateral material, and timeframes for creative design deadlines. Each 
promise must have the discipline of a “by when,” as without a date commitment is 
illusory.  
 

                                                4. TIME & VALUE                                                 . 
 

RESULTS:             Clear time commitments and satisfaction with the value given and  
                                received    
PROTECTION:      The most for the least  
 

 
     Clearly stated “BY WHEN’S,” and for how long the promises will be kept. Everyone 
must be satisfied that what they will get from the project is worth what they are putting 
in. If someone is under compensated they will be resentful. Resentful participants do not 
produce results that are “beyond expectation,” but people committed to a vision do.    
 

 
5. MEASUREMENTS OF SATISFACTION 



 
RESULTS:              Goals that inspire and state clearly and measurably what is expected 
PROTECTION:       Qualifiers to argue from and use as excuses 
 
 
     What are the objective measures that will tell you if you accomplished what you set 
out to do so there are no arguments about it? For some people it is frightening to make a  
commitment that will hold them visibly accountable to a promise they made, so they will 
look for an edge.         
 

6. CONCERNS AND FEARS 
 

RESULTS:              Compassion for any “anxiety-producing” concerns and risks that a   
                                 “partner” sees and feels 
PROTECTION:       An edge to take strategic advantage of when you are inside their  
                                 head, in a position to play “games”    
 
 
     You address concerns and fears to make everyone as comfortable as possible about 
moving forward. Doing this is a way of responding to “internal chatter” that might inhibit 
full participation. It solidifies partnership by addressing what is lingering in people’s 
minds. It enables people to clearly identify risks, and to choose to move forward anyway.  
Each person should be willing to take the other’s deal.   
 

 
7. RENEGOTIATION  

 
RESULTS:               How can we make this work as unanticipated changes take place 
PROTECTION:       How can changes be used for advantage  
  

 
     A commitment to renegotiation requires ongoing learning, and staying in the mind set 
of solving a mutual problem to get desired results even though things happened no one 
anticipated (which is one thing you can be sure of.)  This is the key principal that drives 
every learning organization.  
 

 
8. CONSEQUENCES 

 
RESULTS:               What reminds everyone of the significance of promises and failure    
PROTECTION:        What would be a good punishment  

 
 
     It is important to keep people mindful of promises they made and focused on 
delivering promised performance. It is as important to have people realize the connection 
between their expectations and failure to perform. Becoming conscious of that gap serves 



as a motivator.  Consequences are put in place not as punishment, but to remind us of the 
loss of an unrealized vision, and the sanctity of our promises.  
 

9. CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
 

RESULTS:                What will get us back on track quickly  
PROTECTION:        How can the resolution process be used for leverage or advantage?   
 
 
     It is important to embrace conflict as expected and to hold it as an opportunity for 
creativity in how we deal with specifics we did not anticipate. It is very important to 
understand the magnitude of the transaction cost of remaining in conflict.  

 
                                                     10. AGREEMENT ?  

 
RESULTS:               Do I trust enough to be in an open, ongoing collaboration    
PROTECTION:       Can I get out without getting hurt? Is there an opportunity for                                     
                                 a windfall?                                                                                                             
 
     Has the process produced enough trust so you can say “Let’s do it, I’m comfortable 
moving forward with you, and sense we’ll be able to work things out as we go forward.”  
Has the deep dialogue we have exchanged produced what Max DePree calls a 
relationship based on covenant – a heart felt connection and commitment to people and  
results.  
 
                                        When Conflicts or Breakdowns Happen 
 
     No matter how good the agreement, conflict and differences will surface. Conflicts, 
differences and internal “chatter” pervade organizational relationships. The ability to 
prevent destructive conflict (dissonance that gets in the way of productivity,) and always 
move toward resolution and agreement is a critical competence for building a high 
performance culture. Resolution and a new agreement that articulates the resolution 
increases productivity and returns everyone to optimal levels of output and satisfaction.  
 
     Resolution restores the ability and desire to take action, coordinate action and see the 
productive benefits of our collaborative actions. Resolution enables effective 
collaboration by allowing everyone to quickly move through the conflict and get back to 
productive activity. The goal is a new agreement that everyone is comfortable with . 
There are action steps** and there are mental steps. The following overview explains the 
model I developed and use. Presented here simply I will leave the complexity to another  
time. That said, getting to resolution can be as simple as letting go of the conflict without 
the need to process it at length, and crafting a new agreement. In fact, in my experience, 
the compelling characteristic of high performing teams is the competence to quickly 
move through conflicts that come up. Be it wisdom, maturity or focus high performance 
comes from getting out of one’s own way and doing the work.    



 
                                                     The Resolution Process   
 
 
      One:   ATTITUDE OF RESOLUTION – new thinking about conflict / agreement 
     Two:   **TELLING THE STORY – everyone’s uninterrupted turn to speak   
   Three:   PRELIMINARY VISION – the focus on what would be fair to everyone 
     Four:   **CURRENT and COMPLETE – letting go and leaving the past behind 
     Five:   AGREEMENT IN PRINCIPLE – what is the new relationship  
       Six:   **NEW AGREEMENT – details and plan for the new relationship              
   Seven:  RESOLUTION – in action and productivity without “chatter”   
 
**Conversational Action Steps.  
 
Developing the Attitude of Resolution  
 
     Ten principles hold the values that make up the attitude of resolution. This attitude is a  
creative, generative way of thinking about conflict that engages people in a different way.  
The new attitude emerges from a conscious choice to see the conflict and the breakdown 
as holding an opportunity for learning and a building a stronger partnership. This does  
not happen immediately, it is a learning process. It takes time to change the way you 
think. This is the foundational step. The goal is internalizing the principles. The 
principles are:  
 
Abundance – there is enough for everyone 
Efficiency – are we wasting resources 
Creativity – focus on a new solution  
Fostering Resolution – does the process do this 
Disclosure – everything on the table 
Openness – no posturing 
Long Term Focus – think about ongoing relationships 
Feelings & Logic – honor people’s emotions based on their life experience  
Learning – teaching other’s your perspective and your needs 
Responseability – resolving conflict is a deeply personal matter  
 
Conversational  Step 1. Telling Your Story  
 
     You begin getting the facts on the table when you start telling your story and listening 
to all stories, including yours. It is about understanding and being understood, one of the 
Seven Habits of Highly Effective People that Dr. Steven Covey inspires us to cultivate. 
If you learn to listen with a careful ear and honor everyone’s story about a situation, you 
take a big step toward getting to resolution.  
 
Listening for a Preliminary Vision of Resolution  
 



     As you are listening start thinking about a resolution that honors all concerns in the 
situation. It is about shifting from the desire to win and get your way to a vision that 
everyone can buy into. It comes from a sense of fairness. This initial vision may change 
as you gather more information and learn more.   
 
Conversational  Step 2. Dealing with the Emotion:  Getting Current and Complete  
 
     This step can demand saying difficult things. It is about articulating what usually goes 
unexpressed and escaping from the emotional and intellectual prisons that keep us locked 
in the past. It is a way to face the good and bad in any situation and to experience and 
grieve for the disappointment of unrealized expectations. It is a way to put all of the 
detail out on the table—and choose those remnants that can be used to weave a new 
tapestry of resolution. These are the really courageous conversations. For a detailed 
description of the conversational process please see Chapter 18, Getting to Resolution:  
Turning Conflict Into Collaboration (Berrett-Koehler 1998.)    
 
Seeing a Vision for the Future: Agreement in Principle  
 
     Having looked at what other people need and noticing the cracks in your righteous 
position, you are ready to reach a general understanding of the resolution. This is the 
foundation of a new agreement. You let go of the desire for what you know will not 
work, and you focus on what will. This is a broad brush stroke vision of the future.    
 
Conversational Step 3. Crafting the New Agreement: Making the Vision into Reality  
 
     It is time to put specifics onto the agreement in principle. You design and construct a 
detailed vision of the future using the “Agreement For Results” template.You have a 
map, a formula for the dialogue that will maximize the potential for everyone to obtain 
their desired results. The more time you spend in detailing the desired results, the greater 
the chance to realize them.  
 
Resolution: When Your Agreement Becomes Reality  
 
     The final step is moving back into action. With a new agreement and a quiet, clear 
mind about the past, you can freely move forward, devoting your energy and intention to 
currently desired outcomes. You will have a new and profound sense of freedom because 
you have spoken everything that needs to be said. You have completed the past and 
constructed a clear picture of the future and of the highway that will get you there. You 
will be empowered by the process. You are resolved. 
  
                                                             The Future 
 
     I believe using organizations are our primary means of teaching individuals how to 
build empowering cultures through learning how to craft “agreements for results.”  The 
prevalence of empowering cultures have the potential to profoundly impact their 
organizations, the people in them, and the world we live in. As more individuals become  



Resolutionary’s in their organizations these same individuals will bring that presence to 
their families, and to their community’s. I believe this organizational “virus” can be very 
infectious – it’s productive and it feels good! 
 
     I'm looking for allies to help me bring this work into many organizations. The good 
news is that technology opens many options for the delivery of content. The methods and 
procedures introduced above are now part of a powerful and comprehensive e-learning 
program.  
 
     Interested in greater productivity? Interested in saving the huge cost of conflict? 
Interested in becoming a Resolutionary? Interested in building a culture of agreement and 
resolution in your organization? Please contact me for more information!      
  
  
 
                         Stewart Levine is a “Resolutionary”  
 
                                             
     Stewart is a creative problem solver widely recognized for creating agreement and 
empowerment in the most challenging circumstances. He improves productivity while 
saving the enormous cost of conflict. His innovative work with “Agreements for Results” 
and his “Resolutionary” conversational models are unique. As a practicing lawyer he 
realized that fighting was a very ineffective way of resolving problems. As a marketing 
executive for AT&T he saw that the reason collaborations fall apart is that people do not 
spend the time at the beginning of new working relationships to create clarity about what 
they want to accomplish together, and how they will get there. This is true for 
employment relationships, teams, joint ventures and all members of any virtual team. As 
a result of his observations he designed conversational models that create “Agreements 
for Results,” and a quick return to productivity when those working relationships break 
down. He uses his approach to form teams and joint ventures in a variety of situations. He 
works with individuals, couples, and partners, small and large organizations of all kinds. 
“ His models for problem solving, collaboration and conflict resolution were endorsed by 
the house judiciary committee.” He has worked for American Express; Chevron; 
ConAgra;  EDS; General Motors; Oracle; Safeco; University of San Francisco; 
U.S.Depts. of Agriculture and the Navy.   His book "Getting to Resolution: Turning 
Conflict into Collaboration” (Berrett-Koehler 1998) was an Executive Book Club 
Selection; Featured by Executive Book Summaries; named one of the 30 Best Business 
Books of1998; and called “a marvelous book” by Dr. Stephen Covey. It has been 
translated into Russian, Hebrew and Portuguese. “The Book of Agreement”  (Berrett-
Koehler 2003) has been endorsed by many  thought leaders. It has been hailed as “more 
practical” than the classic “Getting to Yes” and named one of the best books of 2003 by 
CEO Refresher (www.Refresher.com)    
 
 


